The recently discovered methylerythritol phosphate (MEP) pathway provides new targets for the development of antibacterial and antimalarial drugs. In the final step of the MEP pathway, the [4Fe−4S] IspH protein catalyzes the 2e
+ reductive dehydroxylation of (E)-4-hydroxy-3-methyl-but-2-enyl diphosphate (HMBPP) to afford the isoprenoid precursors isopentenyl pyrophosphate (IPP) and dimethylallyl pyrophosphate (DMAPP). Recent experiments have attempted to elucidate the IspH catalytic mechanism to drive inhibitor development. Two competing mechanisms have recently emerged, differentiated by their proposed HMBPP binding modes upon 1e
− reduction of the [4Fe−4S] cluster: (1) a Birch reduction mechanism, in which HMBPP remains bound to the [4Fe−4S] cluster through its terminal C 4 −OH group (ROHbound) until the −OH is cleaved as water; and (2) an organometallic mechanism, in which the C 4 −OH group rotates away from the [4Fe−4S] cluster, allowing the HMBPP olefin group to form a metallacycle complex with the apical iron (η 2 -bound). We perform broken-symmetry density functional theory computations to assess the energies and reduction potentials associated with the ROH-and η 2 -bound states implicated by these competing mechanisms. Reduction potentials obtained for ROH-bound states are more negative (−1.4 to −1.0 V) than what is typically expected of [4Fe−4S] ferredoxin proteins. Instead, we find that η 2 -bound states are lower in energy than ROH-bound states when the [4Fe−4S] cluster is 1e − reduced. Furthermore, η 2 -bound states can already be generated in the oxidized state, yielding reduction potentials of ca. −700 mV when electron addition occurs after rotation of the HMBPP C 4 −OH group. We demonstrate that such η 2 -bound states are kinetically accessible both when the IspH [4Fe−4S] cluster is oxidized and 1e − reduced. The energetically preferred pathway gives 1e − reduction of the cluster after substrate conformational change, generating the 1e − reduced intermediate proposed in the organometallic mechanism.
■ INTRODUCTION
In 2012, the World Health Organization documented 8.6 million cases of tuberculosis, of which 450 000 were multidrugresistant (MDR TB); of these, 171 000 cases were fatal. 1 In cases of MDR TB, the use of alternative, less effectual therapies is required when the first-line drugs are no longer effective. 1 The problem associated with drug resistance is not unique to tuberculosis and, notably, also plagues efforts to curb malaria 2−5 and hospital-borne bacterial infections. 6, 7 The diminished efficacy of conventional therapies against the multidrugresistant organisms that cause these illnesses necessitates the development of new drugs with novel modes of action. 8 Recently, the isoprenoid biosynthesis pathway discovered in microorganisms has inspired the development of new antibacterial and antimalarial drugs. 9, 10 Isoprenoids comprise a wide selection of essential biomolecules that includes sterols, chlorophylls and quinones, all of which are synthesized from the precursors isopentenyl pyrophosphate (IPP; 1 in Figure 1 ) and dimethylallyl pyrophosphate (DMAPP; 2 in Figure 1 ).
11,12
Rohmer and Arigoni independently discovered the methylerythritol phosphate (MEP) metabolic pathway (alternatively named the 1-deoxy-D-xylulose 5 phosphate [DOXP] pathway) that is responsible for the synthesis of isoprenoids in most eubacteria (including the pathogens Helicobacter pylori and Mycobacterium tuberculosis) and in apicomplexan protozoa such as the malaria parasite Plasmodium falciparum. 13−16 Although isoprenoid synthesis is also essential in humans, all animals obtain DMAPP and IPP through a mevalonate-dependent pathway that is distinct from the MEP pathway, 12, 17 which justifies the pursuit of MEP inhibitors to treat bacterial and malarial infections. The first step toward producing such drugs has recently been achieved with the approval of fosmidomycin, an antimalarial drug that targets 1-deoxy-D-xylulose 5-phosphate reductoisomerase (DOXP reductase, also referred to as Dxr or IspC), the second enzyme in the MEP pathway. 18−20 Following the success of fosmidomycin, multiple groups have worked to structurally characterize and develop inhibitors for other enzymes in the MEP pathway, 10 including the IspH (LytB) protein. 21−27 In the final step of the MEP pathway, IspH catalyzes the 2e
+ reductive dehydroxylation of (E)-4-hydroxy-3-methyl-but-2-enyl diphosphate (HMBPP; 3 in Figure 1 ) to produce IPP and DMAPP in an approximate 5:1 ratio. 28−32 Various spectroscopic studies 21, 26, 29, 31, 33, 34 and highresolution crystal structures 23, 35, 36 indicate the presence of a central [4Fe−4S] cluster in the active form of IspH. In the Escherichia coli crystal structure of IspH in complex with HMBPP (IspH:HMBPP), 35 three conserved cysteine residues (C12, C96, and C197) tether the cluster to the protein, leaving a single iron site, labeled Fe1 or the apical Fe, available for coordinating the C 4 −OH group of the substrate HMBPP (atom numbers are labeled on 3 in Figure 1 ). The [4Fe−4S] cluster not only anchors the HMBPP molecule in the active site but also facilitates the transfer of 2e − to HMBPP. [28] [29] [30] [31] 34 Additionally, the nearby E126 residue is understood to be essential in IspH catalysis. 26, 37 Kinetics experiments performed on an IspH E126A mutant give a V max that is over 40-fold lower than what is observed for wild-type (WT) IspH, indicating that the E126A mutant is nearly unable to catalyze the conversion of HMBPP to IPP and DMAPP. 26 Despite having reasonable knowledge of the proton and electron sources for IspH catalysis, the detailed catalytic mechanism is highly debated. Since a number of thorough review articles have catalogued recent experimental progress toward understanding IspH catalysis, 9 ,38−41 we briefly describe the two predominant mechanisms currently under considerationthe Birch reduction and organometallic mechanisms, borrowing the nomenclature used in the review by Liu and coworkers. 40 Proponents of the Birch reduction mechanism (top route in Figure 1 ) suggest catalysis is driven by the ability of Fe1 to act as a Lewis acid. 30, 32, 35, 39, 42, 43 The first mechanistic step in this mechanism is the reduction of the oxidized [4Fe−4S] 2+ cluster (3) to its [4Fe−4S] + form (4) . Once reduced, the [4Fe−4S] + cluster transfers an electron to HMBPP concurrent with the protonation and cleavage of the HMBPP C 4 −OH group to generate a delocalized, allyl radical intermediate (5) . Product generation (1 and 2) then requires the addition of both a proton and electron to the substrate intermediate. In this step, the electron is transferred either from an external source or from the [4Fe−4S] 2+ cluster, which would then assume a [4Fe−4S] 3+ (HiPIP-like 44−46 ) oxidation state (6) . While support for the Birch reduction mechanism derives from biochemical studies of HMBPP analogues, 42 which do not require the formation of organometallic complexes, structures of the proposed intermediates (4−6) have not been directly observed. In contrast with the Birch reduction mechanism, Oldfield and co-workers propose an organometallic mechanism for IspH catalysis (bottom route in Figure 1) , 26,35,41,47−49 in which the Fe1−O C4 bond breaks and the C 4 −OH group rotates away from Fe1 when the [4Fe−4S] cluster is reduced by one electron (7) . Following this rotation, two electrons are transferred from the [4Fe−4S] 1+ cluster to the substrate, which, upon proton transfer and water loss, forms an allyl anion species (8) . 48, 49 This [4Fe−4S] 3+ HiPIP state is similar to the proposed intermediate in the Birch reduction step (6) , differing only in that it is formed following bond rotation. The requirement of bond rotation proposed in the organometallic mechanism is based on electron nuclear double resonance (ENDOR) spectroscopy experiments performed on an E126A mutant intermediate that showed hyperfine coupling between the HMBPP carbon atomslikely the olefinic C 2 and C 3 atoms (Figure 1, numbering A minor species identified in the X-ray structure of the WT IspH:HMBPP complex, 36 obtained shortly after irradiation of the crystals, contains HMBPP in an alternative conformation with its C 4 −OH group rotated away from Fe1. In this crystal structure, HMBPP weakly coordinates Fe1 through its olefinic C 2 and C 3 atoms, and the C 4 −OH group is positioned to form a hydrogen bond with the HMBPP PP i (pyrophosphate) tail. Such HMBPP conformations are also observed in crystal structures of [3Fe−4S] T167C, E126D, and E126Q mutants 36 and indicate that the properties of the IspH active site can be tuned to induce HMBPP binding in a manner that is similar to what is proposed in the organometallic mechanism. Separately, 13 C feeding studies 47 have also provided independent support for the organometallic mechanism.
Further analysis is needed to establish which IspH catalytic mechanism is preferred. Since the proposed binding modes of HMBPP in the Birch reduction and organometallic mechanisms differ when the [4Fe−4S] cluster is 1e − reduced, 40 this report uses broken-symmetry density functional theory (BS-DFT) computations to study the geometries and energies of the different 1e − reduced intermediates implicated by these two distinct mechanisms. We perform these computations on the same active-site model used previously to examine the different IspH oxidized states. 50 This approach enables us to obtain reduction potentials and explore the feasibility of identifying different IspH reaction intermediates in the 1e − reduced state. We also extend our analysis of oxidized states and related reaction pathways beyond that in previous work. 50 
■ METHODS

Active-Site Model Used to Probe 1e
− Reduced States of IspH. The active-site quantum model employed in this work is identical to that used previously to successfully compute geometries and Mossbauer parameters for the IspH oxidized state. 50 Briefly, this large active-site model is constructed from the oxidized [4Fe−4S] IspH:HMBPP crystal structure solved to 1.7 Å resolution by Grawert et al. (PDB ID: 3KE8). 35 In addition to the [4Fe−4S] cluster, its coordinating thiolates (C12, C96, and C197), and the substrate HMBPP, we include the side chains of various residues suggested to play roles in catalysis: T167, E126, H41, and H124. Additionally, we include other residues that are ideally positioned to stabilize the highly charged HMBPP PP i tail: H74, S225, S226, N227, and S269. Further, the model includes the backbones of A199/T200, P97/L98, and G14/ V15, the side chain of T200, and a crystallographic water that cumulatively donate the only five hydrogen bonds to the cluster Previously, we considered an active-site model of the IspH oxidized state. 50 In these computations, the AF-coupled oxidized state contains two Fe−Fe spin-coupled pairs: one pair with a net spin of +9/2, and the other pair with a net spin of −9/2. Collectively, these pairs combine to give a system net spin of S Tot = 0. To generate the AFcoupled 1e
− reduced state, we add a spin-α electron to the system to give S Tot = +1/2. (The plus sign indicates that the z-component of total spin, M S,Tot , equals +1/2 in the BS state used; the majority spin is thus α for the quantum cluster.) In practice, generating this AFcoupled 1e
− reduced state is achieved from the optimized geometries previously obtained for the oxidized state of the IspH cluster. The AFcoupled BS state for the 1e − reduced state is found by first computing a ferromagnetically coupled state, where all Fe atoms are high-spin with parallel net spins (S Tot = 9/2 + 8/2 = +17/2). Then, the spin vectors on two of the four Fe atoms are rotated to generate the AFcoupled, BS state with S Tot = +1/2, which is used as the starting point for geometry optimizations of the 1e − reduced states.
When the [4Fe−4S] cluster is 1e
− reduced, the spin-coupled Fe−Fe pair whose net spins are aligned with the total system spin (S Tot ) formally corresponds to a delocalized, mixed-valence pair (two Fe 2.5+ , S = +9/2); the Fe−Fe pair whose net spins are aligned opposite to S Tot is a ferrous pair (two Fe 2+ , S = −8/2). Because of the non-equivalency of these two Fe−Fe pairs, computations are performed on different valence isomers of the 1e − reduced [4Fe−4S] 1+ cluster; that is to say, different Fe−Fe spin-coupling combinations were examined in this study. Consistent with our recent study of the IspH oxidized state, 50 we consider four of the six possible valence isomers in the 1e − reduced state, which are named according to the net spin on each specific iron site (Fe1−Fe4): αββα, ααββ, βαβα, and βααβ (Figure 2 ). To effectively manage the number of computations needed to characterize the different protonation and electronic states available in the 1e − reduced state of our active-site quantum model, we omit the αβαβ and ββαα states from our analysis, which were found to be either intermediate or higher in energy than all other states performed on a smaller active-site model.
Geometry Optimizations of the IspH 1e − Reduced States. BS-DFT computations are performed using the Amsterdam Density Functional (ADF) 2009 program. 58 We choose to perform all geometry optimizations and single-point energy computations with the OLYP exchange-correlation (XC) functional, 59,60 since its use has been shown to produce good-quality geometries, spin-state energetics, and spectroscopic parameters for various Fe complexes, 61−63 including the oxidized IspH active site. 50 Geometry optimizations are performed on all valence isomers considered in this study and employ the Slatertype triple-ζ plus polarization (STO-TZP) basis set with core electrons frozen and a numerical integration accuracy of 4.0. To ensure the active-site geometry in our computations best matches that of the IspH protein, the C α atoms of all residues, with the exception of the thiolate residues, are constrained to their crystallographic positions. All the thiolates are capped at the C β atom, constraining one hydrogen atom attached to the C β atom to lie along the C β −C α bond vector. Further details pertaining to the preparation of the model active site can be found in ref 49 .
In all geometry optimizations, solvent effects are approximated using the Conductor-like Screening Model (COSMO) 64 ,65 with a dielectric constant (ε) of 20. This choice for ε has been validated in BS-DFT studies of ribonucleotide reductase intermediate X, 66 the oxidized states of the [4Fe−4S]-containing adenosine 5′-phosphosulfate reductase (APS reductase), 67 and IspH. 50 When energies are obtained from these geometry optimizations with COSMO solvation (ε = 20), we refer to the results as having been obtained with the DFT/COSMO method.
Single-Point Energy Calculations Using the DFT/SCRF Method. Following geometry optimizations in COSMO solvation (ε = 20), we perform single-point self-consistent reaction field (SCRF) computations (henceforth referred to as DFT/SCRF computations) on all BS states considered. In these DFT/SCRF computations, the optimized geometry obtained for the active-site region is subjected to a multi-dielectric environment that also includes the permanent charges and dipoles generated by the surrounding IspH protein point charges through a finite-difference solution to the Poisson equation. 68 To generate the protein/solvent environment included in the DFT/ SCRF method, the optimized geometry of each 1e − reduced state is embedded in the oxidized [4Fe−4S] IspH:HMBPP crystal structure. 35 Atoms present in both the active-site model and the protein crystal structure are omitted from the electrostatic protein region to ensure that they are represented only oncein the region described by DFT. All other protein atoms are assigned fixed point charges and atomic radii from the PARSE charge set. 69 The DFT/SCRF method then assigns different dielectric constants to describe the active-site region (ε = 1), its surrounding protein environment (ε = 4), and the solvent region outside the protein (ε = 80).
Following system preparation, DFT/SCRF computations are performed using the standard interface between a developmental version of ADF2011 and Bashford's Macroscopic Electrostatics with Atomic Detail (MEAD) 70, 71 program. (We note that all computations reported here give results that are identical to those obtained using the official release of ADF2012. 72 ) In practice, the DFT/SCRF computations are conducted iteratively, whereby the following steps are taken: (1) a gas-phase single-point energy calculation is performed on the active-site geometry obtained from an optimization using COSMO; (2) following the gas-phase single-point energy computation, point charges are obtained for the active-site atoms by fitting to the DFT-derived molecular electrostatic potential (ESP) using the CHELPG algorithm 73 combined with singular value decomposition; 74 (3) the total (electronic plus nuclear) charge density obtained for the active site quantum cluster is subjected to two potentials obtained by a finite-difference solution of the Poisson equation: a protein potential arising from the protein point charges screened by different dielectric media (ε = 1 for the quantum region, ε = 4 for the protein region, and ε = 80 for the solvent region) and a reaction field potential generated by the response of the different dielectric regions to the ESP charges in the quantum region; (4) the sum of the protein and reaction field potentials are then added to the Coulomb operator in the DFT scheme, and a single-point energy calculation is performed, taking into account the polarization of the quantum region by protein/solvent environment; (5) the electronic energy obtained from the single-point energy calculation is added to the protein and reaction field energies to obtain a total DFT/SCRF energy; (6) , where X, Y, and Z are assigned either a minus sign "−" or the letter "H" to signify whether or not a proton resides on the HMBPP C 4 −O(H) group, the HMBPP PP i moiety, or E126, respectively (Table 1) . 50 
(1) When using the DFT/COSMO method, E(A) and E(H n A) are the "total" energies of the geometry-optimized BS states (ε = 20), computed with respect to a sum of atomic fragments (spin-restricted atoms). 75 Alternatively, ΔG deprot is computed with the DFT/SCRF method using the total free energies of the active site described by DFT plus the effects of the protein/solvent environment, as obtained by a finite-difference solution of the Poisson equation. 68 We approximate the difference in zero-point energy (ZPE) between the protonated and deprotonated states, ΔZPE (eq 1), as the difference in ZPE upon deprotonation of all fragments that are titrated (e.g., the carboxylate of E126, the C 4 −O(H) group of HMBPP, or the PP i tail of HMBPP), obtained from OLYP frequency calculations performed on the two protonation states of each individual fragment. These values are computed to be −8.7, −10.4, and −8.8 kcal mol −1 for E126, the HMBPP C 4 −O(H) group, and the HMBPP PP i moiety, respectively, using the OLYP/STO-TZP level of theory. 50 In eq 1, ΔG ref (H + ) is the free energy associated with the titrated proton(s), as defined by eq 2:
In eq 2, the energy of a proton, E(H + ), is 292.7 kcal mol −1 , which is obtained from an empirically corrected, gas-phase OLYP calculation with respect to a spin-restricted hydrogen atom. 50, 76, 77 For ΔG sol (H + , 1 atm), the solvation free energy of a proton, we use the value of −264.0 kcal mol −1 , which is an experimental value derived from analysis of cluster-ion solvation data. 78, 79 The translational entropy of a proton, −TΔS gas (H + ), is chosen to be −7.76 kcal mol −1 , its value computed theoretically at 298 K and 1 atm. 80 The final term in computing the free energy of the titrating proton, 5/2 RT (1.5 kcal mol −1 ), arises from the sum of the proton translational energy (3/2 RT) and the work term PV = RT. 78, 80 Finally, the term ΔE corr corrects ΔG deprot for a neutral solvent environment (pH = 7), equal to −2.303 × k B T × pH (equivalent to −9.6 kcal mol −1 at pH 7). When multiple protons are titrated, the number of protons exerts a multiplicative effect on ΔG ref (H  + ) and ΔE corr , whereas if two states are tautomers, the variable n in eq 1 is equal to zero, and the difference in energy between states is only corrected for ΔZPE.
Computing Reduction Potentials in the 1e − Reduced State. Reduction potentials are obtained for the general process:
All reduction potentials are obtained with respect to the standard hydrogen potential (ΔSHE = −4.34 V), 51, 78, 81 computed in the absence of proton coupling using eq 4:°=
where
is the computed ionization potential that includes solvent effects, obtained using either the DFT/COSMO or DFT/SCRF methods. Table 2) .
The Fe−S 2− (iron−sulfide) bond lengths are similar between the oxidized 50 and 1e − reduced geometries within the same protonation state and valence isomer; however, all Fe−thiolate distances are elongated by ∼0.05 Å in the 1e − reduced state (Table 2) . Nevertheless, identically protonated, oxidized, and 1e − reduced geometries possess similar hydrogen-bond networks and orientations of the second-and third-sphere ligands (i.e., protein residues). These results lead to a maximum heavy atom root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of 0.12 Å over all heavy atoms in the full quantum cluster. Additionally, there is little difference in geometry for the different valence isomers of the same protonation state when the [4Fe−4S] cluster is 1e
While the results from our geometric analysis focus on three representative protonation states in the 1e − reduced state, the other protonation states considered in this study show similar geometry changes upon reduction (Supporting Information, Table S1 ).
Distribution of Spin Density and Charge in the Oxidized and 1e
− Reduced States of IspH with HMBPP Bound to Fe1 through its C 4 −OH Group. By tracking net spin populations (NSPs) using Mulliken analysis and the ESP partial charges using DFT/SCRF calculations, we can better understand how the electronic structure of the active-site quantum cluster changes following a 1e − reduction of the [4Fe−4S] cluster. For a representative protonation state (e.g., 
, we present the NSPs and ESP charges computed for the lowest-energy valence isomers having the net spin on Fe1 aligned either with (net spin-α) or opposite (net spin-β) the overall net spin of the full active-site quantum cluster (S Tot = +1/2). In all RO(H)-bound protonation states, the lowestenergy state having Fe1 net spin-α is the αββα state; analogously, all lowest-energy states with Fe1 net spin-β are βααβ valence isomers (Supporting Information, Table S4 ). The important physical distinction between these spin isomers is that they are also different valence isomers. When one adds an α-spin electron to the oxidized cluster, this process is a minority spin addition for each Fe site with net-β spin and has little effect on the net-α spin sites. This result follows because all Fe sites are high-spin and have greater than (or equal to) a half-filled Fe 3d shell in the starting oxidized state.
NSPs Figure 2 ) have NSPs of +3.32 and +3.27, respectively, which is slightly more positive than their respective values of +3.24 and +3.21 in the oxidized state (Table 3 ). In contrast, Fe2 and Fe3 have spin densities of −2.90 and −3.11 in the 1e − reduced statevalues that are significantly more positive than their corresponding values in the oxidized state (−3.17 and −3.18, respectively). The net spin-β Fe2−Fe3 pair has site NSPs that are reduced in magnitude relative to Fe1 and Fe4, because the spin-α electron added in the broken-symmetry scheme falls largely on Fe2 and Fe3. The magnitudes of these site NSPs support the formal assignment of the Fe1−Fe4 spin-coupled pair as being a delocalized, mixed-valence pair (S = +9/2), whereas Fe2 and Fe3 form a ferrous pair (S = −8/2). Comparing the NSPs summed over all Fe atoms in the RO H P H E − αββα 1e − reduced state relative to the RO H P H E − αββα oxidized state, it is evident that approximately half of the reducing electron spin density falls on the Fe atoms (ΔNSP = 0.49, Table 3 ). The remaining reducing net-α spin density indicates there is significant Fe−S covalency in the system; indeed, the cluster sulfides give a ΔNSP of +0.38, and the cluster thiolates give a ΔNSP of +0.14 ( Table 3) .
In both the oxidized and 1e − reduced states, it is apparent that each thiolate possesses significant net spin density that is aligned with the majority spin density on the iron to which it is coordinated. For instance, C12 (Cys12) is attached to Fe2, which has NSPs of −3.17 and −2.90 in the oxidized and 1e (Table 3 ). In both the oxidized and 1e
− reduced states, the NSP of C12 is aligned with that on Fe2, and the shift in the NSP accompanying reduction indicates that the electron density on the Fe2−Fe3 pair decreases the spin and (negative) charge transfer from C12 and C197 to the ferrous Fe2−Fe3 pair. This result is analogous to the mixed-valence Fe2−Fe3 pair in the oxidized cluster.
In ). In all βααβ states, and much like the αββα states, most of the reducing net-α spin is localized on the [4Fe−4S] cluster and the coordinating thiolates (total ΔNSP = +0.98), and there is little net spin localized to HMBPP (ΔNSP = +0.01, Table 3 ).
Similar trends in spin density distributions, including a dependence on the net spin of Fe1, are observed for all other protonation states considered for the system that is reduced by one electron when HMBPP coordinates Fe1 through its C 4 − O(H) group (Supporting Information, Table S2 ).
The charge distribution in the RO
βααβ state is nearly identical to that of the αββα for both the oxidized and 1e − reduced states (Table 4) . Furthermore, ESP charges on the [4Fe−4S] cluster and HMBPP are largely similar among all valence isomers for a given protonation state (RMSDs < 0.03), indicating that charge distributions have less dependence on a given valence isomer. The effects of charge transfer are directly observed, specifically, the charges on the irons, inorganic sulfides, thiolates, and ligand molecule in the RO H P H E − oxidized and 1e − reduced states. In particular, the partial charges on all Fe atoms slightly increase (i.e., become more positive) upon 1e − reduction, whereas the inorganic sulfides, thiolates, and ligand molecule all become more negative. In the RO H P H E − αββα and βααβ states, the sum of the partial charges on the Fe atoms increases by 0.21 and 0.26, respectively, whereas the sum of the partial charges on the S 2− and thiolate groups decrease (i.e., become more negative) by 1.03 and 1.08, respectively ( relative energies in the oxidized state are given in Table 5 . 50 Energies for all other valence isomers considered are tabulated in the Supporting Material (Table S4) .
Using the DFT/COSMO method, the lowest-energy 1e 4. Reduction Potentials of the C 4 −OH Bound States. All reduction potentials are tabulated in Table 6 for processes where an electron is added to an oxidized state that has HMBPP bound to Fe1 through its C 4 −O(H) group. It will be recalled that all reduction potentials are computed relative to the standard hydrogen electrode (ΔSHE, eq 4). Using the DFT/COSMO method, it is clear that the addition of an electron to states having a deprotonated C 4 −O(H) group is very unfavorable in the absence of proton coupling, as E°= −2.39 and −2.14 V for the RO − P − E H (ROH) and RO (3) protoncoupled electron transfer (following eq 5), which gives an effective reduction potential of E°′ = −1.42 V (calculated from eq 6).
Regardless of the path taken, all reduction potentials calculated with the DFT/COSMO method for states having HMBPP bound to Fe1 through its C 4 −O(H) group are too negative, lying outside the range expected for [4Fe−4S] ferredoxin (Fdx) proteins (−700 to −280 mV). 51, 82 All reduction potentials computed in the absence of proton coupling with the DFT/SCRF method are shifted by 0.35−0.55 , can precede reduction and coupled to an internal proton transfer from E126 to the C 4 −O(H) group (eqs 9 and 10, E°′ = −1.19 V).
While both the reduction potentials and effective reduction potentials that consider proton coupling indicate that reduction is more favorable when the energies used to compute the reduction potentials are calculated with the DFT/SCRF method, rather than the DFT/COSMO method, all relevant reduction potentials obtained using the DFT/SCRF method are still more negative than the typical values associated with [4Fe−4S] Fdx proteins. 51, 82 This conclusion leads us to consider alternative routes for the one-electron reduction of the IspH active site.
Geometries of [4Fe−4S]
1+ IspH with HMBPP Bound via C 2 and C 3 (η 2 -Complex). In addition to the mechanism involving RO(H)-bound intermediates in the reduction of IspH, we performed geometry optimizations of 1e − reduced states that are consistent with the organometallic mechanism, 26 which have HMBPP coordinate Fe1 through its olefinic C 2 and C 3 atoms (η 2 -binding). The starting points for these 36 When ϕ ≈ −160°, the C 4 −OH group is rotated under the plane of the [4Fe−4S] cluster and assumes a translike conformation that allows the C 4 −OH group to form a hydrogen bond with the carboxylate of E126 (Figure 4C,D) . Geometry optimizations of both the "ring" and "trans" η 2 -bound states (henceforth referred to as η 2 -ring and η 2 -trans) reveal two distinct energy minima when the C 4 −O(H) group is protonated: (1) a weak complex in which the olefinic C 2 and C 3 atoms are ∼2.5−2.8 Å from Fe1, and (2) a tight coordination in which the C 2 and C 3 atom are close to Fe1 (with Fe1−C distances of ∼2.1 Å). In cases where the C 4 Figure 4) , with particular consideration given to valence isomers having different net spins on Fe1. In the optimized geometry of the RO H P − E H (η 2 -ring) ααββ valence isomer, ϕ is equal to +95.2°, which is rotated over 180°from its value when HMBPP is bound through its C 4 −OH group (−101.4°, Table 7 ). The Fe1−O C4 bond is broken in the η 2 -ring state, as the C 4 −OH group is displaced >2 Å from Fe1. However, the olefinic HMBPP atoms, namely, C 2 and C 3 , weakly coordinate Fe1, with Fe1−C 2 /C 3 distances of ∼2.5 Å ( Figure 4A ). These distances suggest that the complex is stabilized mainly through weak interactions between Fe1 and the olefin, and these interactions are enhanced relative to those present in RO(H)-bound states. 35 With an O C4 −O PPi distance of 2.68 Å, a charged hydrogen bond between the C 4 −OH group and the HMBPP PP i group further stabilizes the ααββ η 2 -ring conformation ( Figure 4A , Table 7 ). In addition to this HMBPP intramolecular hydrogen bond, the hydrogen-bond network observed in the Figure 3C ) is largely preserved in the ααββ η 2 -ring state: E126 donates a hydrogen bond to T167, which directs the proton from its side chain OH group toward the cluster sulfide S3 atom (Table 7, Figure 4A) -bound states, it is apparent that two possible orientations of the C 2 −C 3 −C 4 −OH dihedral angle exist: η 2 -ring and η 2 -trans. The strength of Fe1−C 2 /C 3 coordination, however, depends only on the spin isomer considered and is independent of whether the geometry is η 2 -ring or η 2 -trans. An inspection of the Mulliken spin populations on the Fe atoms in these different η 2 -bound states shows that there is correlation between the alignment of the net spin on Fe1 and the Fe1−C 2 / C 3 distances. Specifically, when the net spin on Fe1 is aligned with the system net spin S Tot = +1/2, as is the case with the ααββ and αββα valence isomers, the observed η 2 -bound geometries have elongated Fe 1 −C 2 /C 3 distances. In contrast, when Fe1 possesses a net spin-β and is thus aligned opposite to ring) βααβ state, which is indicative of majority (α) spin transfer from the [4Fe−4S] cluster to HMBPP. This spin, which is parallel to the system net spin (S Tot = +1/2) but opposite to the net spin on Fe1 (β), is largely localized on the olefinic C 2 and C 3 atoms (+0.11 and +0.06, respectively; Table  8 ).
The greater net spin density found on HMBPP in the βααβ valence isomer is also accompanied by higher negative charge localized on HMBPP (Table 9 ). In the 1e
-ring) αββα and βααβ states, the total charge summed over the [4Fe−4S] cluster, its coordinating thiolates and HMBPP are nearly equivalent (−2.14 and −2.10, respectively, Table 9 ). However, the distribution of charge on these different groups depends on the valence isomer. For example, the charge on the [4Fe−4S] cluster and its coordinating thiolates is −1.50 in the αββα isomer, whereas the charge on HMBPP is −0.64 (Table 9 ). In contrast, the βααβ isomer possesses less negative charge on its [4Fe−4S] cluster and coordinating thiolates (q = −1.32); however, significantly more charge is found on the HMBPP ligand (q = −0.78, Table 9 ).
Combining the geometric analyses of 1e
-ring) states with a tabulation of their NSPs and ESP charge distributions, it is clear that the alignment of the net − reduced state are computed to further understand differences between the tightly-bound complexes found when Fe1 possesses a net spin-β (e.g., the βααβ valence isomer) and the loosely-bound complexes found when Fe1 possesses a net spin-α (e.g., the ααββ valence isomer). Considering only the lowest-energy valence isomers having Fe1 with either net spin-α or net spin-β, we examine the relative energies of the 1e
-ring) state. Using the DFT/COSMO method, the βααβ valence isomer is 7.8 kcal mol −1 lower in energy than the ααββ state (Supporting Information, Table  S8 ). Similarly, using the DFT/SCRF method, the RO
-ring) βααβ state is 8.8 kcal mol −1 lower than the ααββ valence isomer. Indeed, regardless of protonation and type of η 2 coordination, all η 2 -bound states having Fe1 net spin-β are 7−14 kcal mol −1 lower in energy than states with net spin-α on Fe1 (Table S8) . From these results, it is apparent that the tightly-bound metallacycle complexes formed when Fe1 is net spin-β are preferred energetically over complexes with Fe1 having net spin-α that are stabilized predominantly through van der Waals interactions.
The energies of all computed η 2 -bound states are further compared to the energies of RO − -and ROH-bound states to determine which conformations of HMBPP are preferred when the [4Fe−4S] cluster is reduced by one electron (Table 10, Figure 5 ). We note that all relative energies discussed here are given only for the lowest-energy valence isomers computed for each protonation state and binding mode; a complete tabulation of the relative energies of all valence isomers considered can be found in Supporting Information, Table S9 .
With the DFT/COSMO method, the RO − reduced states computed using the DFT/SCRF method, with energies that are, respectively, 5.7 and 3.4 kcal mol LT computations are performed on the RO H P − E H βααβ state since it is the lowest-energy η 2 -bound state computed with the DFT/SCRF method. Two different starting points are used to conduct the LT computations: (1) starting from the ROHbound conformation with ϕ set to −100°, which is its approximate value in ROH-bound states; (2) starting from an η 2 -ring conformation with ϕ set to +100°. From these starting points, the transit is stepped in 20°increments forward and backward to complete the full range of the torsion. Geometry optimizations are performed along ϕ, from which energies are obtained using both the DFT/COSMO and DFT/SCRF methodologies ( Figure 6A,B) .
Starting with the DFT/COSMO results, we observe two different behaviors in the LT curves given in Figure 6A . When initiated from the ROH-bound state at ϕ = −100°( Figure 6A , black curve), the system increases in energy when ϕ is distorted from its approximate ROH-bound value. HMBPP remains attached to Fe1 via its C 4 −OH group in the range of −120°≤ ϕ ≤ −40°. When ϕ < −120°, HMBPP adopts its η 2 -trans conformation, although the geometries obtained in the LT computation contain little interaction between Fe1 and the olefinic carbons, with Fe−C 2 /C 3 distances of 3.3−3.5 Å. Similarly, only weakly-bound η 2 -ring conformations are found at values of ϕ > −40°, with similarly elongated Fe−C 2 /C 3 distances. The only local minimum corresponding to an η 2 -bound conformation is found at ϕ = +100°, although neither this state nor the LT state obtained near the η 2 -trans value of ϕ (ca. −160°) are lower in energy than the ROH-bound states found along the LT.
LT computations performed starting from the geometryoptimized η 2 -ring state ( Figure 6A , red curve) permits computation of η 2 -bound states along the full ϕ reaction coordinate. In these calculations, the state computed at ϕ = +80°represents a tightly-bound η 2 -complex with Fe−C 2 /C 3 distances of ∼2.1 Å. This structure is the global minimum among all LT states computed with the DFT/COSMO method.
Combining the LTs initialized from the ROH-bound ( Figure  6A , black curve) and η 2 -ring ( Figure 6A , red curve) states, we consider the relative energies of transitioning from an ROHbound conformation to an η 2 -ring complex. Starting from the ROH-bound conformation at ϕ = −100°, the system moves along the black, ROH-bound curve until ϕ = −60°. At this value of ϕ, the orientation of HMBPP switches to an η 2 -type coordination of Fe1 and the system propagates along the red curve until it reaches the global minimum η 2 -ring state at ϕ = +80°. From these LT curves, the barrier to transition from the ROH-bound state to the η 2 -ring state is approximately the energy required to travel along the black curve from ϕ = −100°t o ϕ = −60°. From Figure 6A , this energy barrier is ∼3 kcal mol −1 when using the DFT/COSMO method. From DFT/SCRF computations performed on the optimized geometries obtained along the LT paths, we obtain slightly different energies along ϕ ( Figure 6B) . Qualitatively, however, these DFT/SCRF LT curves are similar to those obtained using the DFT/COSMO method. The energy required to transition from the ROH-bound state to the η 2 -ring state can be approximated as the difference in energy between the ROH-bound state at ϕ = −100°and the point at which the black and red curves in Figure 6B intersect. This approximation gives a rotational barrier of ∼2 kcal mol −1 . Consequently, both DFT/COSMO and DFT/SCRF methods predict a small barrier that connects the ROH-and η 51,82 Additionally, we have located η 2 -bound structures in the 1e − reduced state that are both lower in energy than ROH-bound states and accessible from these states. Building on these findings, we entertain the hypothesis that the orientation of HMBPP switches from ROH-to η − reduced state as a starting point, we perform geometry optimizations of oxidized active-site clusters with the C 4 −OH group rotated away from Fe1. Our discussion of these states focuses on η 2 -ring states since they are lower in energy when the [4Fe−4S] cluster is 1e − reduced; however, analyses of oxidized η 2 -trans states are provided in the Supporting Information.
Regardless of valence isomerism, all oxidized η 2 -ring states have elongated Fe1−C 2 /C 3 distances (Table 11) . We are unable to obtain tightly-bound η 2 complexes like those observed in the βααβ η 2 -bound valence isomers when the [4Fe−4S] cluster is 1e − reduced, even when the geometry optimizations are initialized from these states. Giving consideration to the lowest-energy states having Fe1 either net spin-α or net spin-β, we find that both the αββα and βααβ
-ring) oxidized states have Fe1−C 2 /C 3 distances of ∼2.6 Å (Table 11, Figure 7) . Indeed, these two states are structurally similar (with an RMSD of 0.02 Å), and both maintain the network of hydrogen bonds observed in the 1 e − reduced η 2 -ring states (Table 11 , Figure 7 ). For instance, the distance between the O C4 and O PPi atoms in both the oxidized and 1e
− reduced η 2 -ring states is ∼2.70 Å, indicating that the intramolecular hydrogen bond stabilizing the HMBPP ring conformation is not disrupted between the two oxidation states considered.
Further, comparing the oxidized η 2 -ring complexes to their 1e − reduced equivalents, we observe high similarity between the oxidized complexes and the αββα 1e − reduced state ( − reduction, however, the olefin coordination to Fe1 can either remain elongated, as in the αββα and ααββ states, or can form a more tightly-bound complex when Fe1 is net spin-β (Table 11) . Table 12 . In the RO H P − E H (η 2 -ring) αββα oxidized state, the NSPs on the Fe atoms are similar in magnitude, which precludes an assignment of the spin-coupled ferric/ferrous and delocalized, mixed-valence pairs. Summing the spins on these Fe atoms reveals that the total NSP of ∼0.05 is localized on the Fe atoms (Table 12) . Taking into account the spin densities that reside on the cluster sulfides and thiolates from the Fe atoms, we obtain a total NSP of −0.03 on the full cluster. Equal to and opposite to the spin density localized on the cluster, we find a total NSP of +0.03 on HMBPP, with individual NSPs of ca. +0.01 on each of the olefinic carbons and O C4 (Table 12 Table  12 ).
The different electronic properties of the valence isomers considered are further magnified when the ESP charge distributions following reduction of the η 2 -bound complexes Figure 5 ). The propensity of these different methods to stabilize different charge states is consistent with the observed preference for q = −2 and q = −3 states by the DFT/COSMO and DFT/SCRF methods, respectively, when the [4Fe−4S] cluster is oxidized. 50 The energetic preference for maintaining certain active-site charge states ensures that protons accompany electrons when the latter are added to the system, as is required in IspH catalysis.
Combining the energetic analyses of the oxidized and 1e − reduced RO(H)-bound states, we obtain reduction potentials using both the DFT/COSMO and DFT/SCRF methods. In our previous study of the IspH oxidized state, we proposed the preferred state to be RO H P − E − (ROH). Using this state as a starting point to consider the 1e − reduction of the IspH [4Fe− 4S] cluster, we obtain reduction potentials in the absence of proton coupling of −1.82 and −1.47 V using the DFT/ COSMO and DFT/SCRF methods, respectively ( Table 6) . As illustrated by this example, all reduction potentials computed using the DFT/SCRF method are ∼0.30−0.50 V more positive than those computed using the DFT/COSMO method (Tables  6 and 14 ). The tendency of the DFT/COSMO method to obtain reduction potentials that are more negative than those determined experimentally has been noted previously. 51, 68 In contrast with DFT/COSMO, the DFT/SCRF method lends improvement to the computation of reduction potentials through its inclusion of the surrounding protein point charges in a multi-dielectric environment, which better accommodates the addition of an electron to the active-site cluster reduction than the simpler COSMO description of the active site surroundings. 51, 68 While both DFT/COSMO and DFT/SCRF methods give reduction potentials that are too negative, those computed using the DFT/SCRF method are significantly closer to the range of reduction potentials expected for [4Fe−4S] Fdx proteins. 51, 82 Combining this result with previous findings that the DFT/SCRF method also better predicts the geometry and protonation of the HMBPP ROH group in the oxidized state, we choose to limit further discussion to our results obtained using the DFT/SCRF method.
Returning to our discussion of how ROH-bound states may undergo reduction, we begin with the RO H P − E − (ROH) state, which is one of the two lowest-energy oxidized states obtained with the DFT/SCRF method. The reduction potential for this state can be increased from −1.47 to −1.29 V with proton transfer to the HMBPP PP i moiety (Table 6) ; however, there are no clear titratable groups available to donate this proton in our active-site model. Consequently, it is more likely that, if protonation is required for the addition of the reducing electron, the proton transfer occurs in the oxidized state prior to reduction of the [4Fe−4S] cluster. In this scenario, either E126 or the PP i group of HMBPP can be protonated in the oxidized state at a respective energetic cost of 5.5 or 6.1 kcal mol −1 (Table 5 ). Subsequent reduction of the system can be achieved with reduction potentials of −1.03 and −1.07 V for the RO H P H E − and RO H P − E H states, respectively (Table 6 ). While these reduction potentials are less negative, they still fall outside the expected range for [4Fe−4S] Fdx proteins. 49, 78 To obtain reduction potentials in the −800 to −200 mV range, 51, 82 it thus appears that reduction likely occurs via an alternative pathway.
We address the possibility that reduction may occur through an alternative pathway by considering the suggestions of others that HMBPP shifts to η 2 binding of Fe1 in the 1e − reduced state. To this end, we find two η 2 -bound HMBPP rotamers (i.e., "ring" and "trans") distinguishable by their respective C 2 − C 3 −C 4 −OH dihedral angle (ϕ ≈ +90 and −160°, respectively) and, consequently, the orientation of the C 4 −OH moiety of HMBPP in the active-site hydrogen-bond network (Figure 4 ). The η 2 -ring state is found to be the lower energy η 2 -bound state (Table 10) (Tables  7−8 ). In both η 2 -ring and η 2 -trans states, the tighter coordination mode observed when the net spin Fe1 is aligned opposite S Tot is favored energetically by ∼7−11 kcal mol −1 (Supporting Information, Table S8 ).
The RO H P − E H (η 2 -ring) state is 5.7 kcal mol −1 lower in energy than all ROH-bound 1e − reduced states considered in this study, demonstrating a thermodynamic preference for this alternative geometry in the 1e − reduced state (Table 10) . Given this finding, we restrict further discussion of η 2 -bound states to η 2 -ring states. Linear transit (LT) computations along the ϕ reaction coordinate are initiated from both ROH-and η 2 -ring geometries. An analysis of energies along these LTs indicate that, while ROH-bound geometries are favored at ϕ values between −120 and −80°, η 2 -bound states become lower in energy at all values of ϕ outside this range. From these data, the rotational barrier obtained along the ϕ reaction coordinate that permits HMBPP to transition from ROH-to η 2 -ring coordination of the [4Fe−4S] cluster is only ∼2 kcal mol −1 ( Figure 6B) Figure 7) . The loosely-bound ROring state is preferred by over 7 kcal mol −1 . However, LT computations on RO H P − E H states along the ϕ reaction coordinate when the system is oxidized suggests a rotational barrier of ∼8.9 kcal mol −1 between ROH-and η 2 -ring states. This kinetic barrier required to reach the RO H P − E H (η 2 -ring) oxidized state opposes the thermodynamic preference for reduction through η 2 -bound states; however, it is likely, though outside the scope of the calculations performed in this work, that the free energy barrier between these states is overestimated. The breaking of the Fe1−O C4 bond, while shown to be enthalpically unfavorable by our DFT/SCRF LT computations, likely increases the configurational entropy of the system. Such entropic compensation, which is not quantified in this work, would lower the barrier to rotation and render reduction through η 2 -bound states more favorable. Additionally, the reorientation of the electric dipoles of the protein in response to this HMBPP conformational change is omitted from our model, as all DFT/SCRF computations use a static protein structure corresponding to the oxidized [4Fe−4S] IspH:HMBPP crystal structure 35 in which HMBPP is bound to Fe1 through its C 4 −O(H) group. Thus, the rotational barrier of 8.9 kcal mol −1 provides an upper bound to the "true" barrier separating ROH-and η 2 -ring states when the [4Fe−4S] cluster is oxidized.
We note that the reaction barriers observed for reduction through both of the RO(H)-and η 2 -bound pathways are not unfounded for the IspH enzyme. More specifically, kinetic studies of the IspH enzyme performed in vitro indicate that IspH has low catalytic turnover (k cat = 604 s −1 ). 34, 39 Applying simple transition-state theory for heuristic purposes, 83 this turnover rate implies IspH catalysis occurs with a barrier energy of ca. 16 kcal mol . Although simplistic, this view of IspH kinetics suggests the energetic penalties associated with reduction through both ROH-bound and η 2 -ring states are within reason.
Using Figure 9 , we show how our computational work affects previous proposals for the IspH catalytic mechanism. In the oxidized state (left column, Figure 9 ), the HMBPP coordinates Fe1 through its C 4 −OH group in the RO H P − E − protonation state (4, Figure 9 ). From this starting point, the simplest path to the reduced state is through proton−coupled electron Figure 9 . Modifications to the catalytic mechanism proposed for IspH, 40 using energies obtained in this study. ΔE ‡ signifies an estimate of the energy barrier; all other energies are the differences in free energy between intermediates. (1) the reduction potential is too negative, and (2) there is no protonated group in the active site available for this electron transfer. Consequently, the active site must be protonated (either at E126 or the HMBPP PP i group) prior to 1e
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